Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Clone the Crimson Collection Double Bed

You will need:
Transmogrifier (Tmog)
A graphics program 
	A work folder you can navigate to
The Crimson Collection Double Bed 


Notes:
The Crimson Collection was a Sims 1 promotion set containing a double bed, a dresser and an end table. The bed has an odd issue that, when it is cloned and the sprites exported in Tmog, recoloured, then imported back into the object, sometimes the parts of the bed will no longer go together correctly and gaps may appear in the smaller zooms. There are two ways to avoid that problem. 


Steps:
Open Tmog and find the Crimson Collection Bed (the filename is bedmmdownload.iff).

	Clone the Crimson Collection Bed with any name you like. From now on, we'll be working only with this clone. 


	Now you need to export the sprites, and what option you choose will depend on what you want to do. But with this bed there's one important thing to keep in mind. The problem with this bed happens under one specific condition: if you export the sprites with the 'Just Change Colours' box unchecked and you choose 'One Zoom, All Channels'. 

Why would someone choose this setting? Because it's the easiest way to make changes to the object's shape. If you want to use this bed as a base for another bed design or if you want to change it so the bed's pillows are part of the bed and not separate (the two most common reasons with beds); you need to change the shape and for that, you need access to the bed's A and Z sprites. These sprites only export using either of the 'All Channels' export options and the 'One Zoom' version gives you a third of the number of sprites to deal with as the 'All Zooms' version.

The difference between the two 'All Channels' options is the reason why this issue occurs. 'One Zoom' gives you only the sprites relating to the largest zoom. Tmog makes the files for the two smaller zooms by scaling down the files that you import back into the file. This includes the smaller zooms of the A and Z sprites, not only the P sprites. Unfortunately, this particular bed wasn't divided cleanly when it was originally made. There are a lot of single pixels and bits sticking out everywhere and Tmog is unable to scale them down so they still fit with the other pieces. So the smaller A and Z sprites end up being horrendous and result in gaps, holes and alignment issues. On the other hand, the 'All Zooms' option exports the bed's original A and Z sprites for the smaller zooms as well as the largest zoom. Those original smaller zoom A and Z sprites fit together properly, so you need to make sure they remain in your cloned bed. That's the key point in this tutorial.

With the 'One Channel' export options, Tmog doesn't touch the A or Z sprites for any zoom. So a straight recolour of the bed with no changes to its shape can be done without any trouble.  

If you want to fix the small holes in the bed, don't worry! The holes are only in the P sprites, so you don't need to change anything in the A and Z sprites. You can fix them safely by keeping the 'Just Change Colours' box checked and using either the 'One Zoom, One Channel' or 'All Zooms, One Channel' option. 

If you need to change the A and Z sprites, there are two ways to avoid the problem. They both start the same way: Export the bed's sprites using the 'All Zooms, All Channels' option. 


	Once all of your bed's sprites have been exported, you have two choices about what to do with the P sprites: 
	Recolour all of the P sprites for all three zooms. Best if you have to make big changes to the shape.

Recolour the P sprites for the largest zoom only. Works well for small changes like adding pillows.

	Make your changes to the A and Z sprites. 

The most important thing is to make sure the smaller zoom pieces join together without any gaps. Also, try to keep the lower left pixel in the same place, to minimise movement. 

If you've made only small changes in the largest zoom, consider if the changes will be visible in the smaller zooms. You might be able to keep the smaller sprites unchanged. This works especially well with the b. option for step 4.


	Import your sprites back into your bed. Check for alignment issues and fix any that occur. If you chose option a., you're done with your bed. If you chose option b., go to step 7.


	If you only recoloured the largest zoom sprites, you will now have the largest zoom in your new colours, while the smaller zooms are still the original bed. You can now take advantage of Tmog to do the bulk of the recolour work for you. Export your sprites again, but this time choose 'One Zoom, One Channel'. This will export only the large zoom P sprites, the A and Z sprites will be left untouched. 


	Immediately import the sprites back into your bed. It will do the same import in reverse to the most recent output, so it will import the largest zoom P sprites back into your bed. However, 'One Zoom, One Channel' also creates the smaller zoom P sprites by scaling down the largest zoom P sprites. So when you look in your object, all three zooms will now show your recoloured bed! Neat, huh? It can save a lot of time, but it works best if the largest zoom sprites have barely been changed and the smaller zoom A and Z sprites haven't been changed at all. Otherwise the Z and A sprites may not fit the P sprite exactly. 


So that's it. Now you know how to clone this particular bed. 

The same method should also work for other items with similar issues. Most Maxis items are cleanly divided, but there are a few that have odd bits sticking out that may have the same issue as the Crimson Collection bed.






